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ABSTRACT

Lim, Cheol Woong. M.S.M.E., Purdue University, May 2012. Mathematical Analysis of
the Lithium Ion Transport in Lithium Ion Batteries Using Three Dimensional
Reconstructed Electrodes. Major Professor: Likun Zhu.

Computational analysis of lithium ion batteries has been improved since Newman
and et al. suggested the porous electrode theory. It assumed the electrode as a simple
structure

of

homogeneous

spherical

particles.

Bruggeman

relationship

which

characterizes porous material by a simple equation was adopted in the homogeneous
electrode model instead of the electrode morphology. To improve the prediction of a cell
performance, the numerical analysis requires the realistic microstructure of the cell.

Based on the experimentally determined microstructure of the positive and
negative electrodes of a lithium ion battery (LIB) using x-ray micro/nano-CT technology,
three dimensional (3D) simulations have been presented in this research. Tortuosity of
the microstructures has been calculated by a linear diffusion equation to characterize the
3D morphology. The obtained tortuosity and porosity results pointed out that the
Bruggeman relationship is not sufficiently estimate the tortuosity by the porosity of
electrodes.

We studied the diffusion-induced stress numerically based on realistic
morphology of reconstructed particles during the lithium ion intercalation process.
Diffusion-induced stresses were simulated at different C rates under galvonostatic
conditions and compared with spherical particles. The simulation results showed that the
intercalation stresses of particles depend on their geometric characteristics. The highest

x
von Mises stress and tresca stress in a real particle are several times higher than the
stresses in a spherical particle with the same volume.

With the reconstructed positive electrode structure, local effects in the LIB
cathode electrode during galvanostatic discharge process have been studied. The
simulation results reported that large current density usually occurs at the joints between
cathode active material particles and in the small channels in electrolyte, which will
generate high electric joule power. By using the 3D real image of a LIB cathode electrode,
numerical simulation results revealed that the spatial distribution of variable fields such
as concentration, voltage, reaction rate, overpotential, and etc. in the cathode electrode
are complicated and non-uniform, especially at high discharge rates.

1

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Lithium Ion Battery
In recent decades, renewable energy sources that come from natural resources
such as wind, sunlight, rain, and tides have developed to reduce the consumption of fossil
fuel which can cause global warming. The clean energy which is generated by wind
power, hydropower, solar energy, and biofuel requires a suitable energy storage system
for portable applications. One of the most available candidates for energy storage systems
are rechargeable lithium ion batteries (LIBs). Moreover, LIBs have attracted lots of
interest in automobile applications. Those applications require high energy and power
sources.

The increasing demand for power sources with high energy and power densities
has generated a worldwide effort towards the development of new active materials and
fabrication methods for LIBs. Those efforts lead the performance improvements of the
LIBs since the first LIB released by Sony Corporation in 1991. However, the technology
has not reached the market demands in terms of lifetime and durability of the cell. For
example, the United State Advanced Battery Council sets a target performance that
requires 10 years lifetime at 80% of depth of charge up to 1000 cycles, which has not
been achieved yet.

The reminder of this chapter provides an introduction to LIB technology, the
degradation mechanism of electrode components, and literature reviews of various
mathematical models used in this thesis. The chapter concludes with an overview and
motivations of the research.

2
1.1.1. Anatomy of a Lithium Ion Battery
A schematic diagram of LIBs shows in Figure 1.1. LIBs typically consist of a
graphite negative electrode (anode) on a copper current collector, a lithium metal oxide
positive electrode (cathode) on an aluminum foil current collector, micro-porous
separator between the electrodes, a liquid electrolyte that consists of a lithium salt
dissolved in an organic solvent, and an external circuit which connects the two current
correctors.

Figure 1.1 Schematic description of a lithium-ion cell based on electrochemical
intercalation process (discharge)
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In this research, we adopt graphite (LiC6) as a negative active material and lithium
cobalt oxide (LiCoO2) as a positive active material. A lithium ion insertion or extraction
reaction in the negative electrode is described by a charge-transfer reaction of the form

For the positive electrode, the half reaction is

A fully charged cell starts to discharge by the voltage difference of the two
electrodes when the external circuit is closed. At the anode site, lithium ions and
electrons are produced by an oxidation reaction. The produced lithium ions and electrons
are reached in the cathode site through different paths. The lithium ions, which are only
allowed to penetrate the separator, migrate to the cathode site through the salt electrolyte.
At the same time, conducted electrons on copper foil current corrector flow through the
external circuit to cathode site. The transported lithium ions and electrons are reacted
with the cathode material. The reverse reactions occur during charging process.

1.1.2. Anode Active Material
Graphite is one of a preferred anode material in LIBs and thus the material has
been studied to improve the performance in many research groups. The capacity and
power fade are caused by various reasons such as electrolyte decomposition, structural
changes, gas generation, corrosion, and etc [1].

Graphite, as an anode active material, operates at outside voltages of the
electrochemical window of electrolyte components. The electrochemical instability
causes irreversible consumption of lithium ions on the electrode surface where is
surrounded by electrolyte. This unavoidable electrolyte decomposition occurs mainly at
the first few cycles and the decomposition product layer is called as a solid electrolyte
interphase (SEI) layer [2]. The SEI layers are considered as permeable sites where
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lithium ions can intercalate/deintercalate into/from the negative active material but
protect other electrolyte components and electrons. The formation of SEI layers causes
loss of lithium ions (capacity loss) that is dependent on the specific surface area of the
graphite as well as the cell operating conditions [3, 4]. Moreover, the prolonged SEI
growth reduces the accessible active surface area of the negative electrode. That has been
measured by impedance rise of the electrodes which is directly linked to the power fade
of the cell [5] and the capacity fade of high energy batteries [6].

Contact loss of the active material within the electrodes causes the capacity fade
of the cell. It occurs between the graphite particles, between the copper foil current
collector and graphite, and between binder and graphite. First of all, the volume of the
graphite is expanded about 8% during lithium ion insertion which is a discharge of the
cell [7]. The intercalated or deintercalated lithium ions change the molecular structure of
the graphite electrode. This compositional inhomogeneity during the solid state diffusion
in the active material causes diffusion induced stress (DIS). The mechanical stress might
result in cracking or related structural damage that causes contact loss. Secondly, the
graphite exfoliation and cracking caused by solvent co-intercalation, electrolyte reduction
inside graphite will certainly lead to a rapid degradation of the electrode. Lastly, reactions
between the copper foil and electrolyte lead to corrosion of the current contact at low
state of charge (SOC) conditions. The corrosion cause electronic and mechanical contact
loss between the current collector and the active material. Moreover, the poor electronic
conductivity of the corrosion products lead to overpotentials and inhomogeneous
potential and current distributions [8].

1.1.3. Cathode Active Material
Lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2) is the first commercialized cathode active material.
The high energy density, long life time, and low self-discharge of the cell make it
attractive cathode material. There are several mechanisms for the positive electrode to
cause capacity fading and limited life-time of LIBs.
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The structural change during lithium ions insertion or extraction causes DIS in the
positive active material, similar to the negative active material. Although there is about 1%
of the volume change in the LiCoO2 during the cell operation [9], the repeated DIS
causes fatigue failure of the positive active material. Moreover, distortion of the crystal
lattice, which enhances the mechanical stress, is caused by phase transition in the positive
material. The loss of structural integrity may reduce electric conductance, causing the
capacity of the cell to fade [10].

There are also other factors that cause contact loss in the positive electrode such
as binder decomposition, oxidation of the conductive material, and corrosion of the
current collector. Moreover, the chemical dissolution of the positive electrode material
leads to a loss of active material, which is electrically isolated to cause capacity fading. It
is considered as a minor factor for the LiCoO2 because a small amount of cobalt is
dissolved in the electrolyte [11]. However, the metal dissolution has been reported as a
crucial problem for lithium manganese oxide (LiMn2O4) that leads to capacity loss of the
cell [12].

1.1.4. Capacity Loss and Cell Failure
The capacity of commercial LIBs usually decreases after a number of charging
and discharging cycles. The capacity fade and lifetime limitation of the LIBs are caused
by various mechanisms, such as overcharging, overdischarging, decomposition of the
electrolyte, structural instability, etc [1]. For instance, electrolyte decomposition on solid
electrolyte interface causes capacity and power fade during first few cycles. And the
repeated volume change of the active materials leads to loss of active materials by lithium
ion intercalation or deintercalation. However, the degradation mechanism of the LIBs
could not be explained with a single reason because it is combined and interacted
processes.
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The complex mathematical analysis of the LIBs has been studied with many
different approaches. For example, Zhang et al applied a multi-scale analysis method for
a lithium ion cell [13]. They connected the lithium ion transport in a macro-scale cell and
in a micro-scale. This surrogate model suggested a method that simulates a three
dimensional (3D) lithium ion transport in a LIB. The model improved the pseudo 2D
model [14] by using 3D microscopic particle clusters. However, previous studies
assumed the active materials as homogenized material, and spherical particles did not
include geometric effects such as porosity and tortuosity of the electrode materials.

Mathematical studies of cell performance, degradation, and failure might be
enhanced with realistic microstructure of the electrode materials. Cell failure and capacity
loss are highly depend on the local geometry of the materials.

1.2. Literature Review

1.2.1. Diffusion Induced Stress
Diffusion induced stress (DIS) occurs when lithium is intercalated into (or
deintercalated from) the electrode particles and it is one of the main reasons of fracture
and fatigue failures in the electrode. Fractures in LIB electrodes have been observed on
various active materials such as graphite [15, 16], LiCoO2 [17, 18], LiMn2O4 [19, 20],
LiFePO4 [21, 22]. In order to develop strategies to minimize stress-induced battery failure
and achieve the lifetime expectation of LIBs, the structural failure mechanisms should be
understood theoretically.

Several research groups have studied the DISes in LIB electrodes. For instance, a
mathematical model that calculates the stress generated in spherical particles due to
lithium intercalation has been developed by Christensen and Newman [7, 23, 24]. They
demonstrated the stress generation including a pressure-diffusion term that was accounted
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a significant factor for the cycle life of the cells. They formulated a dimensionless current
which includes the particle size, charge/discharge rate, and solid state diffusion
coefficient of a negative electrode. The maximum DIS in the negative particle has been
determined as a function of dimensionless current. They also build up a numerical model
for a positive electrode material LiMn2O4. They compared the simulation results of a two
phase material with a one phase material to study the phase change effects during lithium
insertion or extraction. They pointed out that the ratio of the two phases is a crucial factor
for the DIS besides the particle size and rates. Those models are used to predict fracture
in the active electrode material of lithium-ion cells.

Cheng and Verbrugge developed analytic expressions of the DIS and strain
energy for a spherical electrode particle [25]. They performed the calculation under
galvanostatic and potentiostatic conditions. In a constant current condition, the radial and
tangential stresses increased until they reached steady-state values. On the other hand, the
stresses were increased initially and then decreased with time in a constant potential
condition. Moreover, the strain energy of both simulations showed similar pattern with
the stresses. The reason of the different stress evolution was that the stresses were
defended on the concentration gradient in the particle. The lithium ion concentration
gradient was reached a state-stead value with the constant lithium ion flux on the surface,
but the gradient was changed during the lithium insertion process. Based on their results,
they suggested a new LIB charging strategy to reduce the stresses.

Zhao et al. introduced a prediction method for the fracture of an electrode material
[26]. They combined diffusion kinetics of a LIB and fracture mechanics to quantify the
fracture conditions. In their criteria, particle size and material properties were employed
to find the effects on the fracture as well as current rates. They estimated the stress and
concentration distributions at various discharge rates. Furthermore, they calculated the
energy release rates on the pre-existing cracks to compare with the fracture energy. They
suggested that the critical particle size and current rate which enable to avoid the
mechanical failure of LIB electrodes can be obtained by their criteria.
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Zhang et al. have developed a three dimensional finite element model of spherical
and ellipsoidal shape particles to simulate DIS [27-29]. They applied Yang’s relationship
between hydrostatic stress and concentration of solute atoms [30]. They successfully
coupled a diffusion equation and stress-strain relationship. In the studies, the 1D coupled
equations model estimated the concentration profile with the stress effect and the DIS
profile by the concentration gradient. The internal stress gradients accelerate the diffusion.
Moreover, they calculated the lithium ion concentration and DIS for 3D spherical
particles and 3D ellipsoid particles with different aspect ratio. In their results, increasing
particle size and discharge current density enhanced the DISes for the spherical particles.
Furthermore, the simulation results of 3D ellipsoidal particles reported that the maximum
DIS of the particles is enhanced with increasing the aspect ratios, but it reduced after a
certain aspect ratio. The DIS is generated by the concentration gradient in the particle.
Thus, the morphology of the particle affected on the concentration and DISes.

1.2.2. Lithium Ion Transport
Mathematical modeling and numerical simulation have been proved to be an
effective way to reveal both global and local phenomena that occur on the
microstructures of LIBs. Combining with experimental validations, they can give
valuable insights into the principles of LIB performances. To this end, comprehensive
mathematical models have been developed to simulate the behavior of batteries and
reveal the effect of microstructure on the performance of LIBs. At the same time, variant
numerical methods are also utilized to analyze correlations between the microstructure
and the spatial and time-dependent behavior of LIBs such as galvanostatic charge or
discharge, life cycle, thermal effect, and crack distribution.

For instance, Doyle et al. introduced a mean field method which incorporates
microstructure into pseudo 2 dimensional model (P2D) [31-33]. P2D treats components
of LIB as homogenized material and assumes microstructure of active material as
spherical particles. They developed an electrolyte phase transport equation that based on
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concentrated solution theory and a material balance equation. They modified the equation
for the electrolyte phase in porous electrode by applying the porous electrode theory.
Because of its simplicity and concerning microstructure, it has been used widely to
simulate discharge or charge processes of LIBs [34-38] including thermal behavior [3942] and stress analysis [43, 44]. P2D has also been evolved in a capacity fade model of
LIB when the solvent reduction reaction and the anode film resistance are incorporated
into P2D [45, 46]. Xiao et al. extended P2D to conduct a multi-scale approach for the
stress analysis of polymeric separators in a LIB [47].

Renganathan et al. applied a pseudo-2D approach to simulate DIS of porous
electrodes. Their model attributed stress buildup within intercalation electrodes to
changes in the lattice volume, due to intercalation and phase transformation during the
charge/discharge process. [37].

Garcia et al. studied the spatial variations of the electrochemical fields for porous
electrode microstructures under galvanostatic control, including DIS [48]. They
developed a program to resolve the local particle–particle electrochemical interactions
and the performance of LIB with electrode microstructures based on random distributed
simple particles [22] and SEM images of LIB electrodes [23].

1.3. Objective of Current Research
Extensive studies have been carried out to model and simulate the DISes of the
active electrode particles and the electrochemical phenomenon in LIBs. Most of them are
based on the porous electrode theory or simple particle shapes. However, the degradation
and failure of the active materials were not sufficiently solved by the numerical
simulations that have not detailed geometry information. Moreover, many microscopic
studies showed irregular particle shapes, complex microstructures, and mechanical
failures [15-22]. Thus, the computational studies are required to consider realistic
geometry information which is non-homogeneous and irregular electrode structures.
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This study aims to investigate the geometric effects on the electrochemical
phenomenon for LIBes. To achieve our goal, we will perform following four objectives
in this study.

First of all, the electrode structures of a LIB which has graphite as the anode
material and lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2) as the cathode material will be reconstructed
using x-ray computed tomography technique.

Second, geometrical characteristic of the lithium ion diffusion in electrolyte will be
simulated using the reconstructed structures. In terms of tortuosity, the lithium ion
transport of electrolyte in cathode and anode site can enhance the understanding of the
ion transport phenomena.

Third, DISes will be calculated under galvanostatic conditions using realistic
morphologies of electrode particles. By using this approach, more accurate stress
development in the LIB electrode particles can be simulated and the simulation results
will be very useful to study the capacity loss of LIBs.

Lastly, a finite volume method will be employed to resolve the 3D coupled
discharge formulations of an electrolyte-cathode semi-cell using the realistic positive
electrode structure. The numerical approach will shows detailed electrochemical
phenomenon of LIBs.
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2. RECONSTRUCTION OF 3D ELECTRODE STRUCTURES

Many mathematical approaches of lithium ion batteries (LIBs) are based on 1D
homogeneous porous electrode models [14, 37, 49] and simple spherical 3D models [7,
24, 27, 28]. Those models have been shown reasonable results with measured material
properties and well assumed geometrical characteristic. However, the models
encountered to analyze degradation mechanism for LIBs without structural change of the
electrodes. Because the 3D morphology of the electrodes affects the lithium ion transport
in the LIBs and also the diffusion induced stress in electrode materials. The realistic 3D
geometry of the electrode materials is an important factor to enhance the transport
simulations and degradation predictions.

Recently, tomographic techniques have been applied to generate 3D structures of
porous materials. One of the technique is Focused ion beam-scanning electron
microscopy (FIB-SEM) that has been used to generate 3D microstructure for solid oxide
fuel cell (SOFC) [50, 51] and a positive electrode of a LIB [52]. Another method is high
resolution x-ray computed tomography (CT) that has been applied to obtain 3D
morphology of SOFC materials [53] and a negative electrode of a LIB [54].

In this chapter, the method of 3D geometry reconstruction for electrode materials
of a LIB will be described using the x-ray CT technique. This non-invasive method can
measure the inside structure of the electrodes without any physical interruption which is
required to apply FIB-SEM method. Lastly, the geometrical properties will be calculated
using the reconstructed 3D microstructures.
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2.1. X-ray Projected Image Processing

2.1.1. Principle of Micro/Nano-CT
X-ray computed tomography (CT) is a technology to generate a three dimensional
(3D) image of inside of an object from a large series of 2D x-ray images. The x-ray CT
technology can be applied various areas where need to generate the inside structure
without any physical interfering such as medical imaging for screening disease or
preventive medicine. Furthermore, the non-destructive advantage of the x-ray CT system
enables a functional material to be reconstructed its internal structure. However,
conventional x-ray point projection can generate around 0.25 μm spot size because of the
limitation of a transmission x-ray laboratory source [55]. Fortunately, the novel lens
based nano-CT provides far superior spatial resolution which is around 50 nm. The
schematic of the Nano-CT configuration is depicted in Figure 2.1.

This configuration is similar to the high resolution x-ray microscopes at
synchrotron light sources which utilizes Fresnel zone plates as objective lenses. A
nanoscale 2D image is generated through following steps. Firstly, filtered laboratory xray sources will be compensated for the lack of flux through a high efficiency reflective
capillary condenser lens. The x-rays penetrate an object through as much as 100 μm that
the sample thickness limitation is depended on the material. Second, Fresnel zone plates
focus x-rays by means of diffraction to make high a resolution image. The resolution of
the zone plate based x-ray microscope is independent of x-ray source spot size and is
ultimately limited by the outermost zone width of the zone plate which means that finer
zones give higher resolution. Third, the phase ring increases the contrast in transmission
x-ray imaging for low Z materials. After that, the x-rays arrive on the scintillator detector
and are projected on the CCD. Lastly, the sample object is rotated at 0.5° rotation
increment over 180° to capture a 2D nanoscale image. Those steps are repeated at
different heights until to measure the whole sample. Micro-CT is a solution for a large
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sample. It can generate the inside structure of the sample (up to several millimeters) with
a high resolution.

Figure 2.1 Schematic of nanoXCT 3D X-ray microscope with specialized highly efficient
reflective condenser, Fresnel Zone plate optics and high resolution imaging detector

2.1.2. Sample Preparation
To obtain sample anode and cathode electrodes, a commercial lithium ion battery
(SP035518AB, Tianjin Lishen Battery Co., Tianjin, China) was disassembled in an argon
filled glove-box. The lithium ion battery is showed in Figure 2.2 (a). Figure 2.2 (b)
showed the positive electrode material which is attached on an aluminum foil. A piece of
positive electrode (LiCoO2) and a piece of negative electrode (graphite) were collected to
separate from their current collectors. Because the aluminum and co pper current
collectors on the electrodes can affect the CT scans, they need to be removed from the
sample electrodes. The aluminum current collector and the attached LiCoO 2 electrode
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Figure 2.2 Sample preparation process for the positive electrode (a) a commercial lithium
ion battery (SP035518AB, Tianjin Lishen Battery Co., Tianjin, China), (b) disassembled
positive electrode in the glove-box, (c) delaminating the current collector, and (d) a 65
μm slice of the positive active material
were delaminated by soaking in a 30% KOH solution for 3 min. The copper current
collector was etched by nitric acid to obtain the negative active materials in Figure 2.2 (c).
The positive electrode was cut in a 65 μm slice as a sample for the nano-CT scan in
Figure 2.2 (d). In negative electrode case, the sample was prepared in a 1 mm slice for the
micro-CT scan.
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2.1.3. Projected Images
An Xradia nanoXCT-100 system (Xradia, Pleasanton, CA) was employed for
high resolution computerized tomography of the positive active materials. Because the xray absorption rate of carbon is much lower than that of LiCoO2, an Xradia microXCT200 system was employed for the negative active material. Projected X-ray images were
acquired at 0.5°rotation increments over 180°.

Figure 2.3 Different morphology images of active materials from a commercial lithium
ion battery, (a) nano-CT image and (b) SEM image of LiCoO2, (c) micro-CT image and
(d) SEM image of LiC6
Data collection is fully automated with 2 min/projection exposure time in order to
obtain data with a good signal to noise ratio. A raw projection data of the positive active
material from nano-CT corresponding to 64 nm pixel dimension is shown in Figure 2.3
(a). The light colored phase is regarded as the positive active material, while the rest of
the image is regarded as empty volume for electrolyte. As seen from Figure 2.3 (b), the
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2D geometry of the LiCoO2 electrode shows similar patterns with its SEM image which
was measured by a scanning microscope (JSM-5310LV, JEOL Ltd). LiCoO2 particles
have irregular shapes with particle size range from 3 to 5 μm. A raw projection data from
micro-CT corresponding to 560 nm pixel dimension in Figure 2.3 (c) and a SEM image
of the negative material are shown in Figure 2.3 (d). Both images show the similar
negative particle size range from 5 to 20 μm.

2.1.4. 3D Morphology Reconstruction
Scanned images of active materials were imported to the commercial software
MIMICS (Materialise HQ, Leuven, Belgium) in Figure 2.4 (a). For the positive electrode,
500 of raw x-ray projected images which have a 56 nm pixel resolution were employed to
reconstruct the 3D morphology of the electrode with a 56 nm distance between the each
image. Figure 2.4 (b) shows processed 3D image of the positive electrode in MIMICS.
The gray colored raw data were modified in black and white images which enable to
divide off the electrode material of the images. Figure 2.4 (b) shows processed 3D image
of the positive electrode in MIMICS.

A part of the area where represents the positive electrode was selected to generate
the 3D structure to reduce the computational time. Figure 2.4 (c) shows the reconstructed
positive electrode structure that has a through plane thickness of 19.584 μm, a width
20.032 μm, and a height 20.032 μm. The volume of the reconstructed positive electrode
structure is a 6,384.62 μm3. In negative electrode case, 300 generated raw images by
micro-CT were imported with a 0.64 μm distance in MIMICS. The reconstructed 3D
morphology of the negative electrode is shown in Figure 2.4 (d). That has a through plane
thickness 40.32 µm and a 39.76 × 39.76 µm2 cross section. It has a 42,366.55 μm3
negative electrode volume.
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Figure 2.4 Three dimensional reconstructed electrodes (a) imported raw projected
positive images in MIMICS, (b) modification of the raw data, (c) the 3D structure of
LiCoO2, and (d) the 3D structure of graphite
The reconstructed microscale structures include electric conductive and binder
materials as well as active electrode materials. However, x-ray projected images had not
enough information to extract only the active material which has an 85~90% weight ratio.
We assumed that the 3D morphology of the positive electrode as a LiCoO2 and the 3D
geometry of negative electrode as a graphite.
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2.2. Geometrical Characteristic of Reconstructed Structure
Until now, computational studies about LIBes have been achieved remarkable
improvements. Many studies were adopted the porous electrode theory [49] which
incorporates microstructure into a pseudo 2 dimensional model. The porous electrode
theory describes the porous electrode by its specific interfacial area and volume fractions
of each phase instead of the pore geometry. As shown in Figure 2.4 (c) and (d), the
reconstructed electrode geometries are highly complicate structures in microscale. Thus,
the study of the reconstructed microstructure facilitates a realistic analysis of the LIBes.
In this section, geometric characteristic will be clarified for the reconstructed
microstructures.

2.2.1. Local Porosity and Tortuosity
Porosity is a volume fraction of the void volume over the total volume. The void
space of porous electrodes is filled with liquid electrolyte in LIBes. The porosity of
electrodes is considered a crucial parameter that determines capacity and power density
of the LIBes. Usually, a LIB has a high capacity density with a low porosity which means
more active material in the cell. However, high porosity leads a high power density
because fast lithium ion transport is possible in the spacious electrolyte.

Tortuosity is a geometric parameter of curve being tortuous [56]. It is considered
as a limitation to mass transport in porous materials. Bruggeman relationship often used
to quantize the tortuosity of a porous medium. The relationship is given by
(2.1)
where α is the Bruggeman coefficient.

There are various approaches to estimate tortuosity [57-60]. For example,
Hutzenlaub et al. evaluated the tortuosity using an electrical resistivity model for a
reconstructed electrode geometry [61]. Their suggested tortuosity was described as a
linear function of porosity with a formation factor that estimated based on the empirical
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effective electric conductivity of the porous electrode. Kehrwald et al. have developed a
numerical method to obtain the tortuosity including a 3D morphology of a porous
structure [62]. In this research, Kehrwal’s model is adopted for our reconstructed positive
and negative active material structures. Thorat et al. measured effective electrolyte
transport in porous LiFePO4 electrode using polarization-interrupt experiment. They
pointed out that the tortuosity difference between their empirical result and Bruggenman
relationship [63].

2.2.2. 3D Electrolyte Phase Morphology
To calculate the tortuosity of the 3D reconstructed electrode structures, lithium
ion path ways in the LIB is generated by selecting non-active material area in MIMICS.
Figure 2.5 (a) shows a microstructure of positive electrolyte phase that has a dimension
19.584 μm × 20.032 μm × 20.032 μm. A reconstructed negative electrolyte phase is
shown Figure 2.5 (b). The structural dimension is a 40.32 μm × 39.76 μm × 39.76 μm.

Figure 2.5 Reconstructed electrolyte phase microstructures (a) a positive site and (b) a
negative site in MIMICS
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Figure 2.6 Sub-division of the microstructures (a) the positive and (b) the negative
electrolyte site
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The both microstructures are divided in 8 sub-divisions to analyze the local
geometrical effects on diffusion. Figure 2.6 describes the sub-divisons of the positive and
negative microstructures.

2.2.3. Mathematical Model
Tortuosity is a geometric characteristic of a 3D structure. A linear diffusion
equation was applied to describe the transport in a complicated porous structure [62]. The
equation is given by
(2.2)
where D is the diffusion coefficient and c is the concentration of a given species. We
assume the diffusion coefficient as a 1m2/s in this model. Tortuosity is independent on
the species which is diffused in the structure.

Boundary conditions of the tortuosity model are described in Figure 2.7. There are
two constant concentration conditions at X1 and X2 boundaries. The other four boundary
planes are applied an open boundary condition.

From the diffusion model, the mass flow late was obtained in x direction. The
equation is given by
( )
̇

(2.3)

where Apore(x) denotes the cross section area of the electrolyte phase structure. The mass
flow rate is not depend on a position x in steady state diffusion. Thus, the constant mass
flow rate through the x direction can be written in the form
̇

(2.4)

where Aeff is the effective surface area that has a value of (y2-y1)×(z2-z1), and Deff is the
effective diffusion coefficient. In general, the effective diffusion coefficient is obtained
by
(2.5)
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where ε is the porosity and τ is the tortuosity. Tortuosity of the electrolyte phase structure
can be obtained from the Equation 2.4 and Equation 2.5. As a consequence the tortuosity
is given by a following Equation 2.6.
̇(

)

Figure 2.7 Boundary conditions of the tortuosity diffusion model

(2.6)
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2.2.4. Results and Discussions
The diffusion simulation was solved for the each sub-division geometry of
reconstructed positive and negative electrolyte sites in COMSOL Multiphysics 4.1a. The
porosity of the geometry was obtained from the volume of the electrolyte site structure
divided by the whole volume that includes the electrode site as well as the electrolyte site.
The mass flow rate which was calculated from the sub-division simulation was applied in
Equation 2.5 to obtain the tortuosity of the geometry.

As results of the positive electrolyte structure, the porosity of the sub-divided
geometries is shown in Figure 2.8 (a). The result shows that the sub-division 2 has the
highest porosity 0.258, the sub-division 8 has the lowest porosity 0.128, and the average
porosity is a 0.187. Figure 2.8 (b) shows the sub-division tortuosity. The tortuosity of the
sub-division 4 has the highest value 9.555 and the tortuosity of the sub-division 5 has the
lowest value 2.484. If the local geometric affects are ignored, the tortuosity decreased
with increasing porosity by the Bruggeman relationship. However, the simple
relationship between porosity and tortuosity does not explain the results of sub-division 4
and 5 without the geometric characteristic of the sub-divisions.

Figure 2.9 shows the (a) porosity and (b) tortuosity results for negative
reconstructed sub-divisions. The sub-division 5 has the maximum porosity 0.997 and the
sub-division 8 has the minimum porosity 0.281. The average value of the porosity is
0.335. The large particle size of the graphite particle (5~20 µm) causes higher porosity of
the negative site. The tortuosity difference between sub-division 3 (2.297) and 4 (2.063)
those have similar porosity is not explained without the local morphologies.

In porous electrode theory, the tortuosity of electrodes is estimated by a porosity
and Bruggeman coefficient (α). To compare our results with Equation 2.1, we estimate α
using the average porosity and tortuosity values. The positive Bruggeman coefficient is
α=1.935 and negative Bruggeman coefficient is α = 1.727. Figure 2.10 shows the porosity
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and tortuosity correlations in Figure (a) and (b). We also draw the correlation data with α
= 1.5 that is often used in LIB simulations.

Figure 2.8 Positive reconstructed electrolyte site (a) porosity and (b) Tortuosity
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Figure 2.9 Negative reconstructed electrolyte site (a) porosity and (b) Tortuosity
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Figure 2.10 Porosity-tortuosity correlations for (a) positive and (b) negative sites
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3. DIFFUSION INDUSED STRESS IN ELECTRODE PARATICLES

This study aims to investigate the DISes under galvanostatic conditions using
realistic microstructures of electrode particles generated by x-ray micro/nano-CT
technology. By using this approach, more accurate stress development in the LIB
electrode particles can be simulated and the simulation results will be very useful to study
the capacity loss of LIBs. In this work, electrode samples from a commercial lithium ion
battery will be scanned using x-ray micro/nano CT. The three dimensional morphology
of LIB electrodes will be reconstructed based on a set of two dimensional projected
images by the commercial software MIMICS. The DISes in realistic microstructures will
be simulated and compared with those in spherical particles.

3.1. Mathematical Model
In this study, the lithium ion transport in both negative and positive electrode
particles will be simulated by solving two coupled equations. These equations include a
diffusion equation with hydrostatic stress effect and stress-strain relations with a lithium
ion concentration term [27].

The stress-strain relationship including lithium ion intercalation effects is
obtained by analogy to thermal stress. The temperature change term in the thermal stressstrain equation is replaced by concentration change. The equation is given by

1
c
 ij  (1  ) ij  kk ij 
 ij
E
3

(3.1)

where εij are strain components, σij are stress components, E is Young’s modulus, ν is
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Poisson’s ratio, δij is the Kronecker delta, č = c – c0 is the lithium ion concentration
change from the initial value, and Ω is partial molar volume of the active material.

The diffusion process in active materials is described by the following equation
c
c


   D c 
 h 
t
RT



(3.2)

where c is the concentration of lithium ion in an active material particle and D is the
diffusion coefficient. R is the gas constant, T is absolute temperature, and Ω is the partial
molar volume of the active material. σh is the hydrostatic stress, which is defined as σh =
σii/3 (where σii are the elements in stress tensor).
The boundary condition of the diffusion equation is applied by
c

 i
   D c 
 h   n
RT

 F

(3.3)

where in is the current density on the particle surface and F is Faraday’s constant.

3.2. Diffusion Induced Stress Simulation
A solid mechanics module for the stress-strain relations and a partial differential
equation module in COMSOL Multiphysics 4.2 were utilized to simulate the DIS in
active material particles. The reconstructed particles were imported as a geometric shape
of active materials and meshed to the tetrahedral elements in COMSOL. The current
density of each reconstructed particle was obtained from the surface area, the volume of
the particles, and the specific density of materials.
A reconstructed graphite particle which has a volume of 4474.4 μm3 is shown in
Figure 3.1 (a). The realistic particle shape shows complex geometry with convex and
concave regions. For comparison, a spherical particle with the same volume is simulated
in this study, which has a corresponding radius of 10.22 μm. Three other realistic
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reconstructed particles (one graphite particle and two LiCoO2 particles) are shown in
Figure 3.2 and the corresponding boundary conditions are listed in Table 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Reconstructed three dimensional microstructure of LiC6 and LiCoO2 particles
from micro/nano-CT scans, (a) LiC6 particle 1, (b) LiC6 particle 2, (c) LiCoO2 particle 3,
and (d) LiCoO2 particle 4
Parameters used in the simulations are listed in Table 3.2. In the present work, the
active materials were assumed as isotropic materials, even if they had single crystal
structure in molecular level. The volume expansion of the negative active material is 14%
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from C6 to LiC6 after fully charging [7, 64], and the volume contraction of the positive
active material is 1.07% from Li0.4CoO2 to Li0.95CoO2 after discharging [9]. The other
assumption is that the volume expansion or contraction of the active materials is
considered to change linearly with the lithium ion concentration of the materials.

Table 3.1 Reconstructed particle list
Surface Area

Volume

Radius

1C Rate

Material

(μm2)

(μm3)

(μm)

(A/m2)

Particle 1

1386.2

4474.4

10.22

2.64

LiC6

Particle 2

641.9

1389.0

6.92

1.77

LiC6

Particle 3

128.6

120.4

3.06

0.66

LiCoO2

Particle 4

36.6

15.9

1.56

0.31

LiCoO2

LiC6

LiCoO2

Reference

E (GPa)

15

70

[37]

Poisson’s ratio

Ν

0.3

0.2

[7, 9]

Partial molar volume

Ω

3.334 x 10-6

-3.852 x 10-7

[7, 9]

Cmax (mol/m3)

31,858

49,943

[41]

D (m2/s)

2.62 x 10-14

1 x 10-13

[37]

M (g/mol)

78.64

97.8

[65]

ρ (g/m3)

2.2 x 106

5.16 x 106

[66]

Table 3.2 List of material properties
Parameter

Symbol and
dimension

Young’s modulus

Maximum concentration
Diffusion coefficient
Molecular mass
Density
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3.3. Results and Discussions
Under a galvanostatic condition, reconstructed particles are assumed to have
uniform current densities on their surfaces and they were simulated to find the DISes.
The corresponding spherical particles were also simulated to make the comparison. The
graphite particles (LixC6) were charged at different C rates during the average state of
charge (SOC) from 0 to 0.9, while LiyCoO2 particles were discharged at different C rates
during the average SOC from 0.5 to 0.95.

Figure 3.2 Von Mises stress distribution on the surface of active material particles with 1
C intercalation condition, (a) LiC6 particle 1 at 480 s, (b) LiC6 particle 2 at 290 s, (c)
LiCoO2 particle 3 at 110 s, and (d) LiCoO2 particle 4 120 s
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In Figure 3.2, the DISes of negative and positive active materials are displayed in
terms of von Mises stress when they reach the highest stresses at certain positions in the
particles. Figure 3.2 (a) shows the stress profile of LiC6 particle 1 with a 1 C intercalation
process at 480 s (SOC: 0.133) when the maximum stress is reached. The highest von
Mises stress is 68 MPa in the concave area and the convex area has relatively low stresses.
In Figure 3.2 (b), particle 2 shows a similar von Mises stress distribution, but the highest
stress is 33.4 MPa at 290 s (SOC: 0.081). DIS is usually higher in larger particles because
the applied lithium ion intercalation rate on the surface of particles is dependent on their
surface to volume ratio. As shown in Table 3.1, at the same C rate, large particles have
lower surface to volume ratio and higher intercalation rate, thereby resulting higher DIS.
Figure 3.2 (c) and (d) show the von Mises stress results of particle 3 at 110 s (SOC: 0.531)
and particle 4 at 120 s(SOC: 0.533). Similarly, the concave areas of the LiCoO 2 particles
experience higher DIS than the convex areas. However, the stresses in the LiCoO2
particles are much lower than the LiC6 particles because of diminutive particle size, small
partial molar volume of LiCoO2, and high lithium ion diffusion coefficient in LiCoO2
particles [7]. High lithium ion diffusion coefficient can cause rapid lithium ion diffusion
in active materials. According to Equation 3.1, the DIS is decreased in a small lithium ion
concentration gradient caused by fast diffusion. The results of coupled equations
demonstrate that the diffusion-induced stress of active materials is determined by the
morphology, size, and material properties of the particles.

In order to demonstrate the geometric shape effects on the lithium ion
concentration and the stress, particular points A, B, C, and D are selected on the surface
of particle 1. The position and morphology of the selected points are displayed in Figure
3.3 (d). The lithium ion concentration at 480 s (SOC: 0.133) with 1 C intercalation is
shown in Figure 3.3 (a). Point A is located on a concave area, and it has 4980 mol/m3
lithium ion concentration. The lithium ion concentrations of the convex area have
different values at point B (6000 mol/m3), point C (6120 mol/m3), and point D (6850
mol/m3). The large curvature of the convex area tends to lead to high lithium ion
concentration, because the surface to volume ratio is relatively large with the large
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curvature. The von Mises stresses and Tresca stresses at four points are shown in Figure
3.3 (b) and (c). The surface of the particle experienced higher overall DIS than its inside
during galvanostatic intercalation [27] because of the large lithium ion concentration
gradient on the surface. The highest von Mises stress is located at point A (68 MPa), and
the lowest stress is located at point D (20 MPa).

Figure 3.3 Simulation results of LiC6 particle 1 at 480 s with 1 C intercalation condition,
(a) concentration, (b) von Mises stress, (c) Tresca stress, and (d) position of selected
points (A, B, C, D).
Compared to spherical particles with same stresses on the surface, the difference
is more than 3 times in a realistic LixC6 particle. The simulation results of positive
electrode particle 3 are shown in Figure 3.4, including (a) the lithium ion concentration,
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(b) the von Mises stress (c) the tresca stress at selected point E ~ H at 110 s (SOC: 0.531)
with 1 C intercalation. The lithium ion concentration on the surface area of the LiCoO2
particle also depends on their geometric characteristics. The concentrations at those four
points are 25830 mol/m3 (E), 25850 mol/m3 (F), 25800 mol/m3 (G), and 25820 mol/m3
(H). The von Mises stresses are 2.3 MPa (E), 0.25 MPa (F), 0.48 MPa (G), and 0.67 MPa
(H). Point E is located on a sharp concave area and experienced the highest DIS during
intercalation. The stress is almost 10 times higher than that at point F. The highly
irregular shape of the particles accelerates the possibility of material failure. The dimpled
point E of particle 3 might be a critical point that could start a physical crack.

Figure 3.4 Simulation results of LiCoO2 particle 3 at 110 s with 1 C intercalation
condition, (a) concentration, (b) von Mises stress, (c) Tresca stress, and (d) position of
selected point (E, F, G, H).
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Figure 3.5 Diffusion-induced stress distribution at different state of charge with 1 C
intercalation condition, (a) von Mises stress and (b) Tresca stress of LiC6 particle 1 and
its corresponding spherical particle R10.2, (c) von Mises stress and (d) Tresca stress of
LiCoO2 particle 3 and its corresponding spherical particle R3.06
Figure 3.5 shows the stress profiles of LiC6 particle 1, LiCoO2 particle 3, and their
corresponding spherical shape particles during a 1 C intercalation process. As shown in
Figure 3.5 (a), the highest von Mises stress of LiC6 particle 1 is 68 MPa at point A. It is
almost 1.5 times higher than the highest von Mises stress of the spherical particle with
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10.2 μm radius. As shown in Figure 3.5 (c), point E has about 3.3 times higher stress
compared to its corresponding spherical particle with 3.06 μm radius. The tresca stresses
of the particles are slightly higher than their von Mises stresses, but they have similar
patterns. The calculated stresses of the negative and positive active materials increase
until they reached maximum values and then decrease during the rest of the intercalation
process. This phenomenon can be explained by the interaction between lithium ion
diffusion and diffusion induced hydrostatic stress. As shown in Equation 3.1, the DISes
are determined by a lithium ion concentration gradient [29]. However, the diffusion
induced hydrostatic stress can enhance the lithium ion diffusion in the active materials
according to Equation 3.2 [27]. We also can see from Equation 3.2 that the hydrostatic
stress term

is always positive for both positive and negative materials. During an

intercalation process, the hydrostatic stress gradient is negative if Ω (graphite) is positive.
If Ω (LiCoO2) is negative, the hydrostatic stress gradient is positive.
For both cases, the hydrostatic stress term is positive and it can enhance the
diffusion process. For example, the maximum von Mises stress of the spherical graphite
particle (R 10.2 μm) is 43.4 MPa at 400 s (SOC: 0.111) shown in Figure 3.5 (a). The
enhanced lithium ion diffusion causes the von Mises stress to decrease to 22.1 MPa at
3240 s (SOC: 0.9) during continuous lithium ion intercalation. If the hydrostatic stress
term is neglected in Equation 3.2, the von Mises stress retains the maximum value after it
reaches the maximum stress. However, the stress decline caused by enhanced diffusion is
lower in the LiCoO2 particles. Figure 3.5 (c) shows about a 5% von Mises stress decrease
after the maximum stress. It is because the absolute value of partial molar volume of
LiCoO2 is almost 9 times smaller than that of graphite.

Figure 3.6 (a) and (b) exhibit the maximum von Mises stress and maximum
Tresca stress of various sized negative electrode particles at different C rates. P1 and P2
are reconstructed LiC6 particles, R6.9, R8.5, R10.2, R12 are spherical LiC6 particles with
radius 6.9, 8.5, 10.2, and 12 μm respectively, P3 and P4 are reconstructed LiCoO 2
particles, R1.56, R2.3, R3.06, R4 are spherical LiCoO2 particles with radius 1.56, 2.3,
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3.06, and 4 μm respectively. When the particle size is increased, the DIS is raised with
an increased lithium ion flux on the due to the decreased surface to volume ratio. To
avoid physical fracture, the critical size of the electrode materials was suggested at given
charge and discharge rate requirements by Winter et al. [67].

Figure 3.6 Maximum diffusion-induced stresses at various C rates intercalation
conditions, (a) von Mises stress and (b) Tresca stress of LiC6 particles, (c) von Mises
stress and (d) Tresca stress of LiCoO2 particles
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However, the morphology of the active material particles also can cause high DIS.
For example, graphite particle 2 with a 6.92 μm corresponding radius experiences 135
MPa maximum von Mises stress during a 5 C intercalation process, while the 8.5 μm
radius spherical particle experiences 120 MPa. As shown in Figure 3.6 (c), the maximum
von Mises stress in LiCoO2 particle 3 is 3.4 times higher than its corresponding spherical
particle (radius: 3.06 μm) at a 5 C intercalation process. Thus, the three dimensional
geometry of active material particles should be considered as an important factor of
material failure mechanism. The particles which experience stresses over the material’s
yield strength could initiate cracks and break into smaller particles eventually. If some of
the broken particles lose the contact with electron conductive materials, the LIB will have
capacity loss.

As shown in Figure 3.7, the DISes during an intercalation process are displayed
with different C rates. P1 is the reconstructed LiC6 particle, R10.2 is the corresponding
spherical LiC6 particles with 10.2 μm radius and the same volume as P1, P3 is the
reconstructed LiCoO2 particle, R3.06 is the corresponding spherical LiCoO2 particle with
3.06 μm radius and the same volume as P3. The results show the relation between the
state of charge and maximum DISes of the reconstructed electrode particles and their
corresponding spherical particles. The diffusion-induced stresses of both negative and
positive materials increase with an increasing lithium ion flux. The DIS tends to reach the
maximum value at higher state of charge if higher C rates are used. For example, graphite
particle 1 reaches the maximum von Mises stress at 0.133 SOC with a 1 C rate, while the
maximum stress happens at 0.583 SOC with a 10 C rate. The maximum stress of LiCoO2
particle 3 and the spherical shape particle also reaches the maximum value at higher SOC
with an increasing C rate. At the same C rates, spherical particles reach the maximum
DIS at a lower SOC than the irregular shape particles in both materials. However, the
DISes of the negative particles increase slowly until they reached the maximum values,
while the stresses of positive particles increase sharply. According to the analytic
expressions of stress and strain energy under galvanostatic operation shown in reference
[16], the SOC related to maximum DIS increases with increasing particle size, increasing
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intercalation rate, and decreasing lithium diffusion coefficient. The high curvature
concave areas on the surface of irregular particles can cause higher maximum DIS and it
happens at higher SOC. Compared to graphite particles, LiCoO2 particles have smaller
size and higher diffusion coefficient, therefore the maximum DIS happens at much lower
SOCs.

Figure 3.7 Diffusion induced stress distribution at different state of charge with various C
rates intercalation conditions, (a) von Mises stress of LiC6 particles, (b) Tresca stress of
LiC6 particles, (c) von Mises stress of LiCoO2 particles, and (d) Tresca stress of LiCoO2
particles
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3.4. Conclusions
The diffusion-induced stresses in realistic active material particles were simulated
for both negative and positive electrodes. The reconstructed particle structures were
generated by micro/nano computerized tomography technology. The calculated stresses
in reconstructed particles are 45 ~ 410% higher than the spherical shape particles which
have same volume as the reconstructed particles. The results show that the diffusioninduced stress of reconstructed electrode particles depends on the local morphology of
particles. In a sharp concave area of an electrode particle, the von Mises stress and Tresca
stress are much greater than a smooth concave or convex area. It means that the
mechanical failure could start at the sharp concave areas during lithium ion intercalation
processes. The stresses also can be enhanced by other parameters, such as large particle
size, large absolute value of partial molar volume, high Young’s modulus of the material,
and low lithium ion diffusion coefficient. These results suggest that certain tolerance
should be taken to determine the design parameters when designing LIB electrodes
because the irregular morphology of active material particles could cause much higher
stresses than assumed spherical particles.
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4. 3D SEMI-CELL SIMULATION

To incorporate intricate details, randomness, and other effects that occur in a real
LIB, three dimensional simulation based on experimentally determined microstructure
are desired. The purpose of this study is to describe a new method to study the effect of
real microstructures on the performance of LIBs and guide the future LIB electrode
design. In this work, a cathode (LiCoO2) electrode of a commercial LIB was scanned to
obtain the microstructure using x-ray nano-CT technology.

A three dimensional numerical framework was developed to simulate the
galvanostatic discharge process based on the real microstructure. First, models for mass
and charge conservation plus electrochemical kinetics are presented for homogeneous
components of LIB electrode microstructure and finite volume method (FVM) [68-70] is
employed to resolve the three dimensional coupled discharge formulations of an
electrolyte-cathode semi-cell. Then the microstructure of cathode is reconstructed using
nano-CT and the mesh generation of a semi-LIB microstructure is introduced.

The galvanostatic discharge process with different discharge rates under
isothermal conditions is simulated using the presented models and FVM. Besides the
discharge curves, the detailed electric and reaction fields including current density,
potential, lithium ion concentration distribution, and the electrochemical reaction rate are
reported.
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4.1. Mathematical Model

4.1.1. Governing Equations
The governing equations used in this investigation include mass and charge
conservation equations. In order to distinguish different materials, the subscripts of i = 1,
2, and 3 denote current collector, cathode active material particles and electrolyte. In the
electric field of electrolyte, active material and current collector, no charge accumulation
is assumed. In cathode active material particles and current collector, the transport of
electrons is governed by Poisson's equation:

  J     σ i i   0

(4.1)

where J is current density vector, i  1,2 ,  i is the conductivity of cathode active
material particles or the current collector, and i is electrostatic potential. While for
electrolyte, the potential is governed by:


2k RT
  J     k 33  3
Fc3



  ln f 3 
1 
 1  t 0 c3   0
  ln c3 






(4.2)

where k 3 is the conductivity of lithium ion in electrolyte, R is the universal gas constant,
T is absolute temperature, F is Faraday’s constant, t 0 is the transference number of

lithium ion in electrolyte, c3 is the molar concentration of lithium ion in electrolyte, f 3 is
the mean molar activity coefficient of electrolyte and is assumed to be constant.

The mass conservation of lithium ion in cathode active material particles is
governed by Fick’s second law:
c2
   D2 c2 
t

(4.3)

where D 2 is the diffusivity of lithium ion in cathode active material particles, c2 is the
molar concentration of lithium ion in cathode active material particles.
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For the transport of lithium ion in the electrolyte, the concentrated solution theory
is applied. The convection effect is neglected and the species transportation equation is
given by:

  d ln c0 
 J  t 0
c3
c3  
   D3 1 
t
  d ln c3 
 z  v F

(4.4)

where c0 and c3 are the volumetric molar concentration of solvent and lithium ion
concentration in electrolyte respectively, t 0 is the transference number of lithium ion in
solution and is assumed to be constant in this study. So the last term on the right hand
side of Equation 4.4 can be neglected. It is usually assumed that the solvent concentration
is not a function of the lithium ion concentration, which implies that the second term in
the bracket is 0.

In this study, side reaction is neglected. Lithium ion intercalation reaction across
the interfaces of electrolyte and cathode material particles can be determined by the
Butler-Volmer equation:

J Li 

J i0   F 
 1   F  
 exp 
   exp 
 
F F   RT 
RT



(4.5)

where J Li and J are the reaction flux of lithium ion and reaction current density
respectively, i0 is the exchange current density,  is surface overpotential, and  is a
symmetry factor that represents the fraction of the applied potential promoting the
cathodic reaction,  is 0.5 for the electrochemical reaction in LIBs. The exchange current
density i0 is given by:

i0  Fk 0 c3s  c  c2 s 




1

(4.6)

where c3s and c2 s are the lithium ion concentration in electrolyte and cathode active
material particles at their interface respectively, c is the difference between
stoichiometric maximum concentration (solubility limit) and current concentration on the
surface of the active material particles, c  cmax  c2 s , and k 0 is a reaction rate constant.
The overpotential  is defined as below:
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  2  3  U OCP

(4.7)

where  2 and 3 are the potential of cathode active material particles and electrolyte at
the interface respectively , and U OCP is the open circuit potential (OCP) at the interface.

4.1.2. Boundary Conditions
As the current flows from the cathode to the anode during discharge process, the
zero potential   0 is imposed on the inflow boundary. The specified current density J
is imposed on the outflow boundary:




nj  J
x j

(4.8)

where j  1,2,3 , x j is coordinate component and n j is the unit vector normal to
boundary surface. The other four boundary surfaces are set as the periodic boundary
condition, which means no lithium ion flux and electronic flux cross these surfaces:



V

nj  0
nj  0, k
x j
x j

The potential difference between the interface of active material particles and
current collector due to imperfect bonding between them is modeled via contact
resistance, RC , as

  IRC

(4.9)

4.1.3. Finite Volume Method
The present finite volume method consists of time, space and equations
discretization [68-70]. The time interval of interest is sub-divided into a number of
subintervals t and the space is discretized by a number of contiguous, non-overlapping
control volumes (CVs) with the computational points at their centers. That means that the
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values of potential and concentration are located at the centers of CVs. In this study, both
potential and concentration are linearly distributed in the CVs space. The gradients of
both values are estimated using the least square method. The FVM formulations for
Equation 4.1 - 4.3 are given as follows:

  
s

i

i

 ds  0

i  1,2

,

(4.10)
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(4.11)

(4.12)

4.2. Semi-Cell Model

4.2.1. 3D Geometry
In the present work, mesh was not generated via commercial software while a
C++ code was developed to rebuild the microstructure of active material particles based
on the scanned 2D images. The mesh of cuboid type is adopted to discretize the semi-cell
and the material type of cuboid CV is determined by the grey level of the pixels which
fill the cuboid CV. In the present work, the edge length of generated cuboid mesh for
cathode active material particles is 384 nm. One volume of 15.36 × 15.36 × 40.32 μm
was selected from the whole microstructure of cathode as the representative volume, of
which the dimension of 40.32 μm is the thickness of the cathode. Once the microstructure
of active material particles was obtained, the electrolyte occupies the open space and its
microstructure can be reconstructed.

4.2.2. Mesh Generation
As a testing case, a semi-cell composed of electrolyte, active material particles
and current collector is simulated in the present work. As shown in Figure 4.1, the
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components are current collector, active material particles and electrolyte respectively
from left to right. The mesh for the simulation includes 208000 CVs and 220211 vertices.
The cathode electrode includes both active material particles and electrolyte. The
electrolyte is in both the cathode electrode and the separator. Variant mesh densities in
different regions are used to reduce number of mesh control volumes (CVs) thereby
reducing the computation time. Because of the complex configuration of particles, the
finest mesh is generated in the region of interaction between active material particles and
electrolyte.

Figure 4.1 Illustration of a semi-cell and mesh generation for both electrode and
electrolyte
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4.2.3. Material Properties
The material properties in the above model are listed in Table 4.1. The OCP data
are referred to the curve in reference [41] and [71] . The diffusivity of lithium ion in
electrolyte and electrical conductivity of the electrolyte is referred in reference [13]:
log D3  4.43 
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 0.22 103 c3
T  5 103 c3  229



k3  cl  10.5  0.074T  6.96 10 5 T 2  668c3  17.8c3T  0.028c3T 2  4.94 105 c32  886c32T

where the subscript l denotes the electrolyte.

Table 4.1 List of material properties used in the model
LiCoO2
σ (S/cm)

0.1

D (cm2/s)

1×10−7

t 0
RC (Ωcm2)
k 0 ( cm2.5s-1mol-0.5)

Electrolyte

Aluminum

Reference

3.45×105

[11]
[11]

0.2
3.5

[25]
[25]

5×10−5

[23]

The initial lithium ion concentration of electrolyte is set to be 1.0×10-6 mol/mm3.
The initial and maximum lithium ion concentration of LiCoO2 particles are 2.38×10-5
mol/mm3 and 4.99×10-5 mol/mm3 respectively.



2
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4.3. Results and Discussions
The response of a rechargeable lithium-ion battery is a combined result of all
microstructures with complex geometry configuration. With the reconstructed
microstructure based on real 3D images and the developed FVM program, the
galvanostatic discharge process of a semi-cell with LiCoO2 cathode was simulated.
Discharge curves at different discharge rates are shown in Figure 4.2. The current density
at different C rates was calculated based on the volume of the active materials in the
representative microstructure and the energy density of LiCoO2, 140 mA∙h/g. The current
density corresponding to 1C rate is about 1.8238×10-5 A/mm2. The capacity is
normalized by the total energy stored in the representative microstructure of LiCoO 2
cathode.

Figure 4.2 Normalized discharge curve of the representative volume from nano-CT
images at different discharge rates
As shown in Figure 4.2, the high discharge rates cause more loss in the capacity
of LIB. According to Equation 4.5, high reaction rate can cause high overpotential which
will reduce the voltage of the cell. On the other hand, lithium ions accumulate on the
surface due to the relatively low transport rate in the cathode particles when large
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discharge rate is implemented. And the accumulated lithium ions on the particle surface
can reduce the open circuit potential. Therefore, the overall capacity of the LIB is
decreased at high discharge rates.

As expected, the 3D nature of this model can provide valuable insight into the
spatial distribution of a variety of variable fields in the cathode electrode. When a
discharge process with 1C rate is implemented, the concentration, potential, current
density in cathode active material particles and electrolyte at time 4, 1600, and 3200 sec
are shown in Figure 4.3 and 4.5 respectively. The reaction distribution at the interface
between cathode active material particles and electrolyte at time 4, 1600, and 3200 sec is
shown in Figure 4.6.

As shown in Figure 4.3 (a), the lithium ion concentration in the electrolyte
reduces along the current direction. At the beginning of discharge process, lithium ion
concentration is the same everywhere in the electrolyte. Because lithium ions need to
diffuse through the complex ionic pathways to counteract the loss of lithium ions led by
intercalation reactions in the region close to the current collector during discharge process,
a lithium ion concentration gradient is developed as shown in Figure 4.3 (a). The gradient
is expected to be higher if higher discharge rates are applied.

Figure 4.3 (b) shows that the voltage of electrolyte exhibits similar distribution as
the lithium ion concentration, which can be explained by Equation 4.2. In the electrolyte,
the current density generates joule heat which makes LIB temperature increase. Figure
4.3 (c) shows that the current density usually has a large value and will generate more
joule heat in small ionic pathways.
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Figure 4.3 Distribution of physical variables in the electrolyte for the microstructure of
electrolyte shown in Figure 4.1 at time 4, 1600 and 3200 sec respectively during 1 C
discharge process
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Figure 4.4 Distribution of physical variables in the cathode for the microstructure of
cathode shown in Figure 4.1 at time 4, 1600 and 3200 sec respectively during 1 C
discharge process
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Figure 4.5 Distribution of interfacial physical variables on the interface between cathode
and electrolyte for the microstructure of cathode shown in Figure 4.1 at time 4, 1600 and
3200 sec respectively during 1 C discharge process
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The lithium ion concentration distribution in the cathode active material particles
is shown in Figure 4.4 (a). From these simulation results, we can find several features on
the lithium ion concentration distribution. (1) The lithium ion concentration of small
particles is usually higher than that of large particles. (2) The lithium ion concentration
decreases along the current direction. (3) The variation of lithium ion concentration in the
whole electrode is less than 10%.

Figure 4.4 (b) shows that the voltage variation in cathode active material particles
is very small because of the relatively high electronic conductivity of the material. The
voltage in the cathode particles can usually be reckoned as the same value. Based on the
mathematical framework, the current density distribution in the cathode active materials
was also simulated.

As shown in Figure 4.4 (c), the joint between cathode active material particles
usually has smaller cross section area. The electrons flow through the section to
neutralize the lithium ions at the surface of the particles. Then the current density at the
joint is usually large and the electric current will generate higher joule heat at the joint
than in other regions.

Because the microstructure of cathode active material particles is randomly
distributed, the intercalation reaction on cathode active material particle surface is nonuniform and the spatial distribution of reaction rate is complicated. The OCP is assumed
to be uniform in the cathode electrode at the beginning of discharge process. However, it
becomes spatially different right after discharge process begins. As shown in Figure 4.5
(a), the distribution of overpotential and intercalation reaction rate are similar to the
distribution of the electrolyte voltage at time 4 sec, while the OCP is almost the same
everywhere. However, at time 1600 and 3200 sec, they exhibit similar distribution as the
OCP when the variation of OCP increases. According to Equation 4.5, the intercalation
reaction rate is determined by the overpotential and exchange current density if the
temperature is assumed constant. The overpotential is related to the OCP and the voltage
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of cathode active material particles and electrolyte at their interface, as shown in
Equation 4.7.

The exchange current density is related to the lithium ion concentrations in
cathode active material particles and electrolyte at their interface, as shown in Equation
4.6. When low discharge rates are applied, such as 1 C, the lithium ion concentration
variation in both cathode active material particles and electrolyte is expected to be small
because the diffusivity of lithium ion in electrolyte is 4 orders of magnitude higher than
that in LiCoO2.
This fact can be verified by the results shown in Figure 4.3 (a) and 4.4 (a), which
show that the lithium ion concentration variation is less than 10%. In this case, the
overpotential dominates the intercalation reaction rate. As shown in Figure 4.4 (b), the
voltage variation in cathode active material particles is very small and it can usually be
reckoned as the same value. The overpotential is determined by the OCP and the voltage
in electrolyte. At the beginning of discharge process, the OCP is almost uniform and the
voltage of electrolyte dominates the overpotential.

As shown in Figure 4.3 (b) and 4.5 (b), the overpotential distribution is similar to
the electrolyte distribution and its absolute value decreases along the current direction.
And the intercalation reaction rate shown in Figure 4.5 (c) also shows the similar
distribution. According to reference [13], the OCP is only related to the state of charge on
the surface of cathode active material particle. The OCP evolution should follow the
same trend as lithium ion concentration. As the lithium ion concentration variation
increases in cathode active material particles, the OCP starts to vary and distribute
differently in the electrode. At about time 100 sec, the OCP start to dominate the
overpotential, thereby determining the intercalation reaction rate.

The lithium ion concentration at the surface of cathode active material particles
increases faster when the intercalation reaction rate is higher. However, the OCP will
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decrease as the lithium ion concentration increases, which will decrease the intercalation
reaction rate. Due to the negative feedback type relationship, the lithium ion
concentration difference on the surface of cathode active material particles can not be
very large during the discharge process.

Although the lithium ion concentration in smaller particles and the particles in the
region close to the separator increases faster at the beginning of discharge process, the
battery can regulate the lithium ion concentration distribution by the interaction of OCP
and intercalation reaction rate. This can be verified by Figure 4.4 (a), which shows that
the variation of lithium ion concentration in the whole electrode is less than 10% at
different stage of discharge process. However, the variation of lithium ion concentration
in both electrolyte and cathode active material particles is larger if higher discharge rates
is applied, and so the variation of the overpotential is also larger.

As a result, the spatial distribution of intercalation rate at high discharge rates
would be complicated, because the reaction rate is related to the complex microstructure
of the electrode, the lithium ion concentration of both cathode active material particles
and electrolyte at their interface, and the overpotential.

For the comparison of different discharge rates, the lithium ion concentration in
cathode particles and electrolyte and the intercalation reaction rate with 5 C discharge
rate at 600 sec are provided in Figure 4.6. The time of 600 sec with 5 C discharge rate is
corresponding to 3000 sec with 1C discharge rate. When 5 C discharge rate is applied,
the concentration variation in cathode active material particles is much larger compared
to 1 C discharge (Figure 4.3 (a) and 4.4 (a)).

At high discharge rate, lithium ion transport through the ionic pathways are the
limiting factor, which can cause low lithium ion concentration in the region close to the
current collector in the electrolyte and the active material particles. As shown in Figure
4.6 (c), the reaction rate at the interface of cathode particles with 5C discharge rate is also
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much higher than that with 1 C discharge rate. Because the intercalation reaction rate is
determined by several factors, such as overpotential, lithium ion concentration on the
surface of cathode particles, and the lithium ion concentration in the electrolyte, the
reaction rate distribution is complicated and highly non-uniform.

Figure 4.6 Variable distribution for the microstructure of cathode shown in Figure 4.1 at
time 600 sec during 5 C discharge process

If a very large discharge rate is applied, the capacity of LIB can be decreased
significantly due to the relatively slow lithium ion transport through the ionic pathways in
the electrolyte. Because the lithium ions can not diffuse from the separator to the region
close to the current collector for the intercalation reaction, the lithium ions will be
consumed quickly and no intercalation reaction takes place in this region. In order to
keep the same current density during galvanostatic discharge process, higher intercalation
reaction rate will occur in the region close to the separator. More lithium ions will
accumulate quickly at the surface of cathode particles near the separator, leading to quick
decrease in OCP, which will cause large capacity loss.

The ionic transport resistance is affected by porosity, tortuosity, and thickness of
the porous electrode. Although more cathode active materials can provide higher capacity,
it also increases the thickness of cathode electrode leading to longer path for the lithium
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ion diffusion or lower porosity. If the porosity of the cathode is very small, it will
increase the resistance for lithium ions to diffuse into the region close to the current
collector through the small channels between the cathode particles. Thus the capacity not
only depends on the quantity of cathode active material, but also is confined by the
diffusion resistance of lithium ions in the electrolyte especially at high discharge rates.

4.4. Conclusions
A three dimensional simulation framework of galvanostatic discharge of LiCoO2
cathode based on x-ray nano-CT images and the corresponding FVM is presented in this
paper. The corresponding software is developed to mesh the microstructure of cathode
electrode and to simulate the discharge process with different discharge rates using FVM.
The simulation results show that the response of a rechargeable LIB is a combined result
of active material particles configuration, the porosity, the interactions among cathode
particles, and the reaction between cathode particles and electrolyte. Based on the
presented simulation results, the following conclusions may be deduced.

The randomly distributed microstructure of cathode particles leads to complicated
and non-uniform distribution of variable fields, such as lithium ion concentration,
overpotential, voltage, current density, and intercalation reaction rate in the cathode
electrode. The voltage in the active material particles has very small variation due to the
relatively high electronic conductivity of cathode materials. At the beginning of discharge
process, electrolyte voltage dominates the overpotential and the intercalation reaction rate.
When the lithium ion concentration variation increases on the surface of cathode particles,
the open circuit potential (OCP) starts to dominate the overpotential and intercalation
reaction rate. Large current density usually occurs at the joints between cathode particles.
In the electrolyte, larger current density occurs at the smaller sections. More joule heat is
generated in these regions. Higher discharge rates can cause more capacity loss. The
variable fields distributions are more complicated due to the interaction among them.
Because this study can give more valuable insight into the spatial distribution of a variety
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of variable fields in the cathode electrode, it can be used to guide the design of LIB
electrodes and improve the performance of LIBs.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

5.1. Conclusions
The microstructures were constructed for graphite and lithium cobalt oxide
electrodes of a commercial lithium ion battery. High resolution x-ray projected images
were obtained by micro/nano-CT. The raw images successfully generated the 3D
morphologies of the cathode and anode active materials.

Tortuosity of the microstructures has been calculated by a linear diffusion
equation to characterize the 3D morphology. The obtained tortuosity and porosity results
pointed out that the Bruggeman relationship is not sufficiently estimate the tortuosity by
the porosity of electrodes. Because, the active materials are not homogeneous and regular
shaped particles that are assumed in porous electrode thoery. The inhomogeneity of the
materials causes higher tortuosity of the microstructures. Thus, the 3D morphology of
electrodes might improve the results of computational simulations for lithium ion
batteries.

The diffusion-induced stresses in realistic active material particles were simulated
for both negative and positive electrodes. The calculated stresses in reconstructed
particles are 45 ~ 410% higher than the spherical shape particles which have same
volume as the reconstructed particles. The results show that the diffusion-induced stress
of reconstructed electrode particles depends on the local morphology of particles. In a
sharp concave area of an electrode particle, the von Mises stress and Tresca stress are
much greater than a smooth concave or convex area. It means that the mechanical failure
could start at the sharp concave areas during lithium ion intercalation processes.
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A three dimensional simulation framework of galvanostatic discharge of LiCoO2
cathode based on x-ray nano-CT images and the corresponding FVM is presented in this
paper. The corresponding software is developed to mesh the microstructure of cathode
electrode and to simulate the discharge process with different discharge rates using FVM.
The simulation results show that the response of a rechargeable LIB is a combined result
of active material particles configuration, the porosity, the interactions among cathode
particles, and the reaction between cathode particles and electrolyte. Based on the
presented simulation results, the following conclusions may be deduced.

Realistic geometries of electrodes have been applied to the lithium ion transport
simulation, diffusion induced stress simulation, and semi-cell simulation. The results
presented the complex 3D morphologies of the electrodes a crucial factor for numerical
analysis of lithium ion batteries.

5.2. Future work
There is some more work that can be done in the future to improve the current
mathematical model of LIBs as shown below.
•

Lithium ion transport model should be simulated with anode current collector,
reconstructed anode material, electrolyte, reconstructed cathode material, and
cathode current collector.

•

The diffusion induced model should be applied for reconstructed microstructures
of the active materials to see the porosity change and study the delicate
morphology.

•

The electrode microstructures of cycled LIBs will be reconstructed to compare the
morphology change of the active materials and capacity fade of the cell.
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